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Abstract
According to active inference (which subsumes the framework of predictive processing), action is enabled by a
top-down modulation of sensory signals. Computational models of this mechanism complement ideomotor
theories of action representation. Such theories postulate common neural representations for action and
perception, without specifying how action is enabled by such representations. In active inference, motor
commands are replaced by proprioceptive predictions. In order to initiate action through such predictions,
sensory prediction errors have to be attenuated. This paper argues that such top-down modulation involves
systematic (but paradoxically beneficial) misrepresentations.
More specifically, the paper first argues for the following conditional claim. If active inference provides an
accurate computational description of how action is enabled in the brain, then action is enabled by systematic
misrepresentations. Furthermore, it is argued that an inference to the best explanation provides reason for
believing the antecedent is true: Firstly, active inference provides a crucial extension to ideomotor theories.
Secondly, active inference explains otherwise puzzling phenomena related to sensory attenuation, e.g. in forcematching or self-tickling paradigms. Taken together, these reasons support the claim that action is indeed
enabled by systematic misrepresentations. The claim casts doubt on the assumption that representations are
systematically beneficial to the extent that they are true: if the argument in this paper is sound, systematically
beneficial misrepresentations may lie at the heart of our neural architecture.
Keywords: active inference, agency, ideomotor theories, misrepresentation, predictive processing, sensory
attenuation.

1

Introduction

It may be intuitive to believe that representations are systematically beneficial for an agent to the extent that
they are true. Although some misrepresentations may be harmless, and sometimes false assumptions may
coincidentally lead to true beliefs, it seems strange to assume that misrepresentations could be systematically
beneficial. There is, however, a growing number of authors who put forward the view that some ways of being
systematically wrong are in fact useful (e.g., positive illusions such as optimism bias 1). In section 2, I will provide
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a brief overview of possible cases of beneficial misrepresentation and constrain the set of misrepresentations
relevant for this paper. After that, in section 3, I will review a prominent theory of action representation,
according to which neural representations related to action and perception share a common code. This theory
leaves a crucial aspect unspecified, namely how action can be initiated in the absence of classical motor
commands. As I will show in section 4, active inference (which subsumes predictive processing) promises to solve
this puzzle. Furthermore, the computational models provided by active inference involve systematic
misrepresentations that are crucial to bring about action (section 5). In section 6, I will argue that active inference
provides true descriptions of the computational mechanisms underlying action initiation. Finally, I will address
some objections (section 7).

2

Varieties of misrepresentation worth wanting

In their seminal BBS target paper, McKay and Dennett (2009) explore the possibility that some false beliefs may
have been systematically adaptive in our evolutionary past. How is this possible? And what could it mean that
misbeliefs have been systematically adaptive? The authors approach this question by distinguishing irrelevant
model cases of misrepresentation from more relevant ones. Four types of misrepresentation they distinguish are
(1) forgivable design flaws, (2) culpable design flaws, (3) by-products, and (4) design features. Of these, only the
fourth type (misbeliefs conceived as design features) qualifies as relevant, according to McKay and Dennett. The
reason is the following:
Such misbeliefs, unlike occasional lucky falsehoods, would have been systematically adaptive in the evolutionary
past. Such misbeliefs, furthermore, would not be reducible to judicious – but doxastically noncommittal – action
policies. Finally, such misbeliefs would have been adaptive in themselves, constituting more than mere byproducts of adaptively biased misbelief-producing systems. (McKay and Dennett, 2009, p. 493)

Let us consider in slightly more detail how such misrepresentations differ from other types of misrepresentation.
This will clarify what, for the purposes of this paper, qualifies as an interesting case of beneficial
misrepresentation.
(1) Misrepresentations can result from certain design limitations (cf. McKay and Dennett, 2009, p. 494). An
example of a forgivable design limitation is a very cheap watch that loses ten seconds per day. That can be good
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enough, if you don’t need an extremely precise time specification. The resulting misrepresentation may be
forgivable—but it is not beneficial.
(2) Worse are misrepresentations resulting from culpable design flaws. Suppose the watch loses ten
minutes per day. That would make the watch more or less useless for most purposes. In general,
misrepresentations resulting from design flaws may or may not be tolerable, but they are not beneficial.
(3) Misrepresentations can also be by-products of beneficial functions. As an example, McKay and Dennett
(cf. 2009, p. 495) consider a rear-view mirror. Objects in a rear-view mirror are closer than they appear. The
reason for this is that the mirror is convex, in order to provide a wider field of view, which is beneficial. That
objects appear to be farther away, however, is not beneficial, it is just a tolerable by-product.
(4) Of most interest are misrepresentations that can be considered as design features. Candidates for such
misrepresentations are, according to McKay and Dennett, positive illusions. For instance, there is evidence that
most parents have an overly positive image of their children. As McKay and Dennett put it:
Wenger and Fowers (2008) have recently provided systematic evidence of positive illusions in parenting. Most
participants in their study rated their own children as possessing more positive (86%) and fewer negative (82%)
attributes than the average child. This better than-average effect, moreover, was a significant predictor of
general parenting satisfaction. (McKay and Dennett, 2009, p. 506)

Believing that your children are nicer, smarter, etc., than they actually are, may turn you into better parents. This
is therefore a candidate for a beneficial misrepresentation (other possible examples are discussed in Mendelovici,
2013; Trivers, 2000; Zehetleitner and Schönbrodt, 2015).
Whether or not this is a convincing example will be of no concern here. The purpose is only to illustrate what
I mean by a systematically beneficial misrepresentation (SBM) in this paper. An SBM is (cf. again McKay and
Dennett, 2009, p. 493):
1. not just acceptable, but useful for the agent,
2. not just a lucky falsehood,
3. not just a by-product.
The first condition emphasizes that SBMs do not simply result from a trade-off between speed and accuracy, or
between metabolic cost and accuracy. Such trade-offs can be achieved by fast and frugal heuristics (cf. Gigerenzer
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et al., 1999). Heuristics can lead to cognitive biases, and therefore to systematic misrepresentations (cf. Tversky
and Kahneman, 1974, p. 1124). At the same time, heuristics are beneficial, because they are efficient (saving time
and computational resources). But we should not conclude from this that heuristics involve SBMs. As McKay and
Dennett (2009, p. 497 f.) suggest, misrepresentations resulting from heuristics are best conceived as design flaws.
Heuristics are beneficial, because they (usually) lead to accurate judgments. The fact that they are efficient (in
terms of time and computational resources) is a feature; the fact that they can lead to systematic
misrepresentations is a (tolerable) design flaw. Such design flaws are acceptable, but not useful for the agent.
Note that McKay and Dennett (2009) call misbeliefs beneficial when they (or the mechanisms producing
them) have been adaptive in our evolutionary past. My aim is not to show that certain misrepresentations have
been adaptive, but that they fulfill a useful function now.
In the rest of the paper, I will argue that certain peripheral sensory precision estimates in computational
models in predictive processing (PP) are SBMs in the sense specified above: (1) they are useful, because they
enable action; (2) they are not lucky falsehoods, because they enable action reliably; (3) they are no mere byproducts, because they themselves fulfill a functional role that is necessary for action to be possible. Furthermore,
I will argue that there are good reasons to believe that computational models in PP provide true descriptions: on
the one hand, they explain otherwise puzzling perceptual phenomena; on the other, they offer crucial
complements to prominent theories of action, most notably ideomotor (or common coding) theories, to which I
will turn next.

3

Ideomotor theories of action

How does the brain represent perceptual and motor events? According to common coding accounts (cf. Prinz,
1990), the same neural structures become active when subjects perceive and when they act. As Bernhard
Hommel puts it (in the context of his theory of event coding): “the basic units of both perception and action [...]
are sensorimotor entities, in the sense that they are activated by sensory input (=perception) and controlling
motor output (=action).” (Hommel, 2015, p. 2). This contrasts with the “classical sandwich” view of perception
and action (as Susan Hurley, 1998, has called it), according to which perception and action are completely distinct
processes that do not directly influence each other, but only mediated through cognition.
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Interestingly, already William James (1890) and Hermann Lotze (1852, pp. 313 f.) saw the neural activity
underlying action and perception as inherently intertwined. 2 In James’ view, “the distinction of sensory and
motor cells has no fundamental significance.” (James, 1890, p. 581). This is a core assumption of his ideomotor
theory, according to which there are no purely sensory or purely motor “ideas”, only ideas that activate (and are
activated by) movements: “or, to express it again in psychic terms, the idea of the movement M’s sensory effects
will have become an immediately antecedent condition to the production of the movement itself.” (James, 1890,
p. 586). A particularly elegant aspect of such a view is that it does not have to posit any motor commands in a
strict sense. The reason for this is, as Hommel puts it, that “the agent only needs to ‘think of’ the representation
of a wanted action effect to activate the motor pattern needed to produce it” (Hommel, 2015, p. 2).
However, this raises a puzzle: if merely thinking of action effects activates motor patterns, does this mean
that it is also sufficient to initiate the corresponding action? Clearly, this cannot be the case, because we would
not be able to imagine movements (without actually carrying them out) if it were true. So how do sensorimotor
representations lead to action (given that their mere activation is not sufficient)? Ideomotor theories remain
silent on this point. In fact, in an introduction to the theory of event coding (TEC), Hommel, Müsseler,
Aschersleben, and Prinz explicitly restrict the scope of the theory:
TEC does not consider the complex machinery of the “early” sensory processes that lead to them. Conversely,
as regards action, the focus is on “early” cognitive antecedents of action that stand for, or represent, certain
features of events that are to be generated in the environment (= actions). TEC does not consider the complex
machinery of the “late” motor processes that subserve their realization (i.e., the control and coordination of
movements). Thus, TEC is meant to provide a framework for understanding linkages between (late) perception
and (early) action, or action planning. (Hommel et al., 2001, p. 849)

TEC and other common coding theories are thus primarily theories of the representation of perceptual and motor
events, and they claim that there are shared neural structures representing both types of events at the same
time (i.e., the represented events are sensorimotor events). However, it would be surprising if these
representations did not play a significant role in the initiation of action. And this is clearly presupposed by
proponents of ideomotor theories, as the following statement (already quoted above) shows: “the basic units of
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both perception and action [...] are sensorimotor entities, in the sense that they are activated by sensory input
(=perception) and controlling motor output (=action).” (Hommel, 2015, p. 2; bold emphasis added).
So how does action come about? In fact, there are at least two problems that need to be addressed, since
representations of sensorimotor events are also activated by perception (so “thinking of” an action effect can in
principle be undermined by perceiving that the desired effect is not currently taking place):
1. How do sensorimotor representations lead to action (when the subject intends to act), and how is action
inhibited (when the subject merely imagines or observes movements)?
2. How can perceptual input be prevented from interfering with sensorimotor representations?
Both of these problems are addressed in active inference, which subsumes the framework of predictive
processing (PP). 3 I will explain the basic tenets of PP (and active inference) in the following section.
After that, I will argue that action is enabled by systematic misrepresentations in this framework.

4

Predictive processing and active inference

The framework of predictive processing (PP) depicts neural activity as a hierarchically distributed process of
minimizing precision-weighted prediction error (cf. Clark, 2013, 2016; Hohwy, 2013). Three features are
particularly important: (1) A substantial amount of neural activity can be interpreted as prediction; (2) predictions
lead to prediction errors that are weighted by precision estimates (which represent the confidence placed in
prediction errors where low variance or reliable prediction errors have high precision); (3) this process takes place
in a hierarchy.
(1) The brain does not passively wait for incoming sensory signals, but anticipates signals on the basis of
internal estimates. These estimates are formed at all levels of a hierarchy, and capture, as we move from the
bottom to the top of the hierarchy, “increasingly complex and more abstract features [...] in the processing levels
furthest removed from the raw sensory input.” (Clark, 2013, p. 200). The estimates are generated using a
generative model, which is a probabilistic model of how sensory events are caused by external events (formally,
a generative model is typically given in the form of a likelihood and a prior distribution, cf. Friston, 2010, p. 129).
At each level, predictions of estimates at lower levels are computed, which yield prediction errors that are used
to update and correct estimates.
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(2) Crucially, prediction errors are weighted by estimates of precision. As an illustration, consider the
rubber-hand illusion (cf. Botvinick and Cohen, 1998). In this illusion, subjects visually perceive a rubber hand that
is being stroked by the experimenter. At the same time, they feel their real hand being stroked, without seeing
it (their real hand is concealed from view, but also being stroked by the experimenter). When both stroking
events occur synchronously, many subjects report (after a while) that it feels as if their real hand was located
where they see the rubber hand.
We can interpret the illusion as the result of a conflict between vision and proprioception. This conflict is
dissolved in favor of vision, because visual estimates are expected to be more precise than proprioceptive
estimates. In other words, given a prior assumption that synchronous events (here: the stroking of the real and
the artificial hand) have a common cause (cf. Hohwy, 2013, p. 105), visual estimates of where the stroking events
are happening yield a prediction error when compared to proprioceptive estimates. If visual estimates have
higher associated precisions, the resulting prediction error will have a stronger influence on proprioceptive
estimates. When the illusion kicks in, proprioceptive prediction errors are attenuated and the estimate of the
hand's location is allowed to drift towards the location of the rubber hand.
(3) Precision estimates are thus crucial to resolve conflict between modalities, but they actually play a far
more prominent role, since conflicts not only occur between estimates related to different sense modalities. On
the contrary, conflicts arise constantly between estimates at all parts of the hierarchy, and the computation and
minimization of prediction error serves to dissolve these conflicts—with the help of precision estimates (cf. Clark,
2015, p. 8). As we will see below, optimizing precision estimates has been interpreted in terms of attentional
processing (cf. Friston & Stephan, 2007; Feldman & Friston, 2010).
So the most general computational description of neural activity, according to PP, is simply prediction error
minimization (in fact, this is the term Hohwy, 2013, uses to denote the framework). Starting from this very general
principle, we can identify two strategies to minimize prediction error: perceptual inference and active inference
(cf. Friston et al., 2012a). 4
Put bluntly, perceptual inference is a process in which the generative model is changed in such a way that it
yields more accurate estimates of external states. Active inference is a process in which also changes in the world
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are brought about that have reliable sensory effects (so predictions become more reliable, too, cf. Hohwy, 2013,
pp. 79-81). The causal antecedents of these changes are estimates of hidden states in the world (and of their
sensory effects). If I am intending to move my arm, my brain will predict that my arm is moving, and this prediction
has implications for sensory estimates (e.g., visual and proprioceptive estimates), which will then be fulfilled by
action. Active inference thus shares the assumption made by common coding (or ideomotor) theories that motor
events are represented in terms of the effects they bring about:
In this picture of the brain, neurons represent both cause and consequence: They encode conditional
expectations about hidden states in the world causing sensory data, while at the same time causing those states
vicariously through action. [...] In short, active inference induces a circular causality that destroys conventional
distinctions between sensory (consequence) and motor (cause) representations. This means that optimizing
representations corresponds to perception or intention, i.e. forming percepts or intents. (Friston et al., 2011, p.
138)

In other words: there are sensorimotor representations that cause motor events, but the same representations
can also be caused by perceptual events. So far, this does not extend the theories mentioned above. In particular,
we have yet to address the two questions posed in the previous section. This is where peripheral sensory
precision estimates (PSPEs) become essential.
Note that sensorimotor estimates (“ideas”) corresponding to intended (but not yet performed) movements
are in conflict with perceptual input. When I am intending to move my arm, the brain will predict the sensory
effects this movement will have. For instance, if I am looking at a pencil in front of me on the table and intend to
grasp it, my brain predicts visual and proprioceptive signals according to which my arm is being stretched and the
hand is brought closer to the pencil. These predicted signals are in conflict with the sensory signals the brain is
actually receiving (because my hand is not moving yet). The result is a prediction error.
There are two ways in which this error can be eliminated, and estimates of precision play a crucial role (recall
from above that precision estimates determine how much influence prediction errors have on updates of
estimates). Either the estimate according to which the hand is moving is revised (to veridically represent the
absence of movement); or sensory signals are ignored, so the estimate can be sustained (and action is possible).
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Loosely speaking, this entails a suspension of disbelief in the evidence for an absence of movement. From the
point of view of PP, this temporary suspension can be thought of in terms of attention (see below). In other
words, we attend away from evidence that we are not moving to enable our predictions to be fulfilled. Strictly
speaking, this is of course not a process we as persons are carrying out, but a (usually unconscious) process taking
place in our brains.
Which of the two options is realized depends on the relative precision of sensory prediction errors. If the
relative precision of sensory prediction error is high, the estimate according to which the hand is moving will be
corrected (which means that the predictions derived from it change, as well; this quashes the prediction error).
On the other hand, if the relative precision of sensory prediction error is low, the sensorimotor estimate will be
sustained and movements are generated through motor reflex arcs (cf. Shipp et al., 2013, p. 712). In this case,
predictions derived from sensorimotor estimates do not change, but prediction error is eliminated because the
predicted changes in the world have been brought about (and hence sensory signals will conform to the
prediction that the hand is moving).
So action is only possible if sensory prediction errors are attenuated. This is the mechanism that prevents
perceptual input from interfering with sensorimotor representations (motor intentions). But how are
sensorimotor representations “translated” into motor trajectories? In active inference, this happens
automatically, because sensorimotor estimates (which code movements in terms of their sensory effects) also
yield proprioceptive predictions (in particular, about the current state of the muscles):
A proprioceptive prediction error can be generated at the level of the spinal cord by the comparison of
proprioceptive predictions (from motor cortex) and proprioceptive input. Sources of proprioceptive input
include muscle spindles (via Ia and II afferents), Golgi tendon organs (via Ib afferents), and articular and
cutaneous receptors. The prediction error can then activate the motor neuron to contract the muscle in which
the spindles—or other receptors—are sited: this is the classical reflex arc [...]. In short, peripheral proprioceptive
prediction errors are (or become) motor commands. (Adams et al., 2013, p. 614)

Crucially, in order for peripheral proprioceptive prediction errors to function as motor commands, 5 their
associated precision must be high enough:
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Active inference (action) occurs when peripheral proprioceptive prediction errors are afforded high precision,
facilitating the spinal reflex (Adams et al., 2013; Friston et al., 2011); conversely, the precision can be attenuated
(cf. sensory attenuation) during action observation (Friston et al., 2011). This attenuation does not affect action
observation, because perceptual inference is driven by visual prediction errors. (Shipp et al., 2013, p. 712;
citation style adapted)

This is the mechanism that prevents action when we merely imagine or observe movements (with no intention
to actually perform or mimic the movements). Active inference thus provides computational descriptions of the
mechanisms that enable (or inhibit) motor sequences. It thereby answers the two questions left open by
ideomotor theories. Since the theory can be difficult to grasp at first, let me summarize the main ideas once
again.
Figure 1 illustrates a peripheral part of the predictive processing hierarchy. Based on sensorimotor estimates
(top), sensory (including proprioceptive) predictions are generated. When a subject intends to move, say, her
hand, these predictions will correspond to sensory signals that would be obtained if the hand was actually moving.
Hence, when being compared to actually obtained sensory signals, they generate large prediction errors. These
errors are fed back to sensorimotor estimates, resulting in a correction—unless the errors are attenuated through
top-down modulation. Intended movements can only be initiated if these errors are down-weighted (by
modulating their associated precision estimates) prior to movement onset. When such top-down modulation
takes place, sensorimotor estimates (according to which, say, the hand is moving) can be sustained and the
resulting proprioceptive prediction error can be quashed through classical reflex arcs (which means that the
intended movement is carried out).
The essential aspect of this account is that peripheral sensory precision estimates (that function as weights
for prediction errors) must be turned down during action (otherwise action is inhibited). This, however, means
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Figure 1: Sensorimotor estimates yield proprioceptive and other sensory predictions. Unless perceptual signals interfere with
these estimates (through ascending prediction errors), proprioceptive predictions can be fulfilled through motor reflex arcs.
In order for this to be possible, sensory prediction errors have to be attenuated by top-down modulation (for more details,
see Brown et al., 2013, p. 418).

movement onset (i.e., they are “turned down”, regardless of the signals’ actual variance or noise). In the following
section, I will argue that this turns peripheral sensory precision estimates into systematically beneficial
misrepresentations.
In addition, one could also argue that sensorimotor estimates (according to which, say, the arm is moving)
are systematically beneficial misrepresentations prior to movement onset (thanks to Jakob Hohwy for pressing
this point in personal communication). A difference to precision estimates is that such estimates are fulfilled
through action, so they become true. Therefore, one might be inclined to regard them as representations with a
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world-to-mind direction of fit (for the notion of a direction of fit see Humberstone, 1992). My desire to have a
hot tea right now has the same direction of fit, and its content is counterfactual (because I am not having a tea
right now). In fact, the whole point about desires is that they are counterfactual, for I cannot desire something
that is actually the case (unless I am unaware that it is the case). Therefore, it would be strange to call a desire
misrepresentational. So if sensorimotor estimates prior to movement onset are like desires in this respect, it is
at least questionable that they can be called misrepresentational.
Things get more complicated once we consider the question whether representations in PP always have
unequivocal directions of fit or not (cf. Wiese, 2014, p. 236). As mentioned above, “active inference induces a
circular causality that destroys conventional distinctions between sensory (consequence) and motor (cause)
representations.” (Friston et al., 2011, p. 138). This suggests that sensorimotor representations prior to
movement onset are not like desires (because they do not have an unequivocal world-to-mind direction of fit).
Hence, it may be apt to call them misrepresentational. However, a thorough discussion would arguably require a
paper on its own, so I will disregard this point in the rest of this paper.

5

Peripheral sensory precision estimates are SBMs

In order to make the case that peripheral sensory precision estimates (PSPEs) that enable action are SBMs, I need
to establish four things. On the one hand, it must be shown that they are misrepresentational. On the other hand,
it must be shown that they satisfy the three criteria defined in section 2: (1) they are not just acceptable, but
useful; (2) they are not just lucky falsehoods (but systematically beneficial); (3) they are not just (tolerable) byproducts of other beneficial mechanisms.

5.1

Are PSPEs misrepresentational at the onset of movement?

The challenge entailed by the question in this subsection’s heading it not to show that peripheral sensory
precision estimates (PSPE) are inaccurate (this should be clear from the above), but that they function as
representations in the first place. To show this, their content (i.e., the estimated precision) must be relevant to
the role they fulfill according to the computational models by which they are posited (cf. Ramsey, 2007, p. 27).
At first sight, one might suspect that they merely function as switches or causal mediators. During action,
they ensure that sensory prediction errors have a low influence on higher-level processing (they “switch sensory
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signals off”); when no action is performed, they allow sensory prediction errors to have a stronger influence on
higher-level processing (they “switch sensory signals on”).
However, this is not an adequate description, because sensory prediction error signals are not completely
“turned off” during action, but only attenuated. Hence, ascending sensory error signals can still influence
processing at higher levels. This is evidenced by the following empirical finding. In the force-matching paradigm
(cf. Shergill et al., 2003), where subjects are asked to match a reference force using their own fingers, subjects
underestimate the directly self-applied force (it is greater than the matching force they apply in another
condition in which they use a joystick to control a robot). The reason for this, according to active inference, is
that subjects are less sensitive to sensory input during self-generated movements; and the reason for this is that
the estimated precision of PSPEs (related to sensory signals caused by self-generated movements) is decreased.
More specifically, when subjects intend to press their finger on their hand, sensorimotor estimates yield the
prediction that a certain pressure is felt on the hand. Prior to motion onset, there will be no such pressure, which
results in a prediction error (that has to be attenuated in order to enable movement). When this error is
attenuated, proprioceptive predictions can be sustained and will be fulfilled by action (i.e., the finger is pressing
on the hand). However, since internal estimates are now less constrained by sensory signals, their predictions
become less precise (cf. Brown et al., 2013, p. 422); in particular, predictions regarding how much pressure is
actually being applied to the hand become less precise (because the influence sensory prediction errors have on
updates is lowered). The result is that subjects are still able to feel the force they are applying with their own
fingers, but they have to press stronger in order to be confident that they are pressing hard enough to match the
reference force (which in effect means they are applying too much force).
During movement, PSPEs therefore still function as precision estimates (modulating the impact prediction
errors have). They do not simply “switch” sensory signals on or off.

5.2

PSPEs satisfy the criteria for SBMs

Note first that modulated PSPEs are not just acceptable misrepresentations, but actually beneficial. By enabling
action, they fulfill a useful function. Furthermore, they do not enable action by chance, or only under favorable
circumstances, but reliably. In this sense, they are systematically beneficial misrepresentation. Finally, PSPEs are
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not just acceptable by-products (of other beneficial mechanisms). By contrast, sensory attenuation (i.e., the
phenomenon that subjects are less sensitive to the intensity of sensory signals caused by self-generated
movements) is an acceptable by-product of the top-down modulation of PSPEs during action.
Another way to see that modulated PSPEs (which enable action) are not just acceptable by-products is by
focusing on the distinction between short-term and long-term benefits of attenuating sensory precision
estimates. At first sight, it might seem that PSPEs have only long-term benefits, because they enable action, which
helps organisms like us to survive. Note that actions like finding food or shelter are not obviously beneficial in the
short run, because they consume energy and can be dangerous. But although short-term effects of action can be
harmful, these are usually outweighed in the long run by beneficial effects – so modulated PSPEs might even
appear to be merely acceptable by-products of long-term effects. However, attenuating sensory precision
estimates is actually more fundamental than this, because it is an enabling condition of such long-term benefits
(and thus not a by-product). So the reason why modulated PSPEs are beneficial is not that they have immediate
or mediate positive effects, but because they are a computational condition of possibility of such effects. 6

6

Why believe in active inference?

Even if we assume that all of the above has been convincing, we can still question that action is really enabled by
SBMs. So far, I have only argued for the conditional claim that action is enabled by SBMs if we assume active
inference tells a true story about the computational mechanisms underpinning action. Why should we believe
that these models are correct?
Note first that active inference coheres well with prominent theories of action representation, viz. common
coding (or ideomotor) theories. As shown in section 3, they not only share the assumption that the brain
represents actions in terms of their (sensory) consequences, but active inference also extends those theories and
provides answers to questions left open by ideomotor theories. These questions, as you will recall, were (1) how
sensory input is prevented from interfering with motor intentions, and (2) how movements can be imagined or
observed without actually being carried out.
Apart from these considerations, there is also empirical support for the story told by active inference. I have
already mentioned the force-matching illusion as an example. Active inference models explain why subjects fail
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to accurately match a reference force using their own fingers, even though they are able to do so when they are
applying the force indirectly with a joystick (cf. Shergill et al., 2003).
But active inference can also explain why schizophrenia patients show less sensory attenuation (and perform
better at the force-matching task, cf. Shergill et al., 2005). Recall that, according to active inference models,
sensorimotor estimates must be sustained to initiate action. Unless peripheral sensory prediction errors are
attenuated (by decreasing the associated precision estimate through top-down modulation), these error signals
will correct sensorimotor estimates. However, all that is necessary, from the point of view of active inference, is
that proprioceptive predictions persist in the presence of ascending prediction error. Clearly, there are two ways
to change the balance between descending predictions and sensory signals. One way is to attenuate ascending
prediction error signals. The other way is to increase the precision estimate associated with sensorimotor
estimates. According to active inference, this is what happens in schizophrenia. Brown et al. (2013) have tested
this hypothesis in simulations of the force-matching task. The result is that hidden causes are no longer correctly
inferred when sensory error signals are not attenuated during action:
The reason for this false inference or delusion is relatively simple: action is driven by proprioceptive prediction
errors that always report less force than that predicted (if they did not, the reflex would not be engaged).
However, when sensory precision increases, somatosensory prediction errors become very precise and need to
be explained—and can only be explained by falsely inferring an opposing exogenous force. (Brown et al., 2013,
p. 423)

Due to the fact that this false inference happens at higher levels, Brown et al. call it a delusion. Furthermore, the
simulations replicated the finding that sensory attenuation is diminished in schizophrenia, leading to a more
veridical perception of the consequences of self-applied forces (cf. Brown et al., 2013, p. 412). At the same time,
delusions are among the positive symptoms of schizophrenia, as the authors note (cf. 2013, pp. 423 f.). Therefore,
it is plausible to assume that, in schizophrenia patients, action is not (just) enabled via a descending modulation
of sensory precision estimates; instead, precision estimates related to sensorimotor estimates are (also)
increased. Active inference can thus account for the performance of neurotypical and of schizophrenia patients
in the force-matching task.
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Are there better alternatives to the explanation provided by active inference? A prominent competing
account is derived from work on motor control that involves efference copies and forward models (cf. Wolpert
and Flanagan, 2001). A forward model is a system that mimics the input-output behavior of another system (for
the difference between forward models and generative models, see Friston, 2011; Pickering and Clark, 2014). For
instance, a forward model of an arm receives efferent copies of motor signals and computes how the arm will
behave if it receives such signals (or it computes the sensory feedback that will be obtained after the motor signal
has been carried out). Forward models can thus be used to compute predictions (of how another system will
behave or of the feedback it will yield). Crucially, such predictions will be most accurate for self-generated
movements (because the motor signal is known for such movements). When external forces influence the target
system (say, the arm), there will be a prediction error (because the actual behavior of the arm is not only
influenced by the motor signal, but also by some external force that may be unpredictable).
How do accounts that refer to efference copies and forward models explain sensory attenuation and its
effects (e.g., the force-matching illusion)? The idea is that the sensory effects of self-generated movements can
be predicted well, so there will be a small prediction error. Therefore, the effects will be perceived with less
intensity (cf. Blakemore et al., 1999, pp. 554 f.). Brown et al. (2013) criticize this explanation on several grounds:
Firstly, it is unclear why the intensity of a percept is related to the size of prediction error: prediction errors are
used to update predictions, but they do not constitute predictions or percepts per se. [...] Furthermore, the
amplitude of prediction error does not seem to be important in determining the level of sensory attenuation:
for example, Bäß et al. (2008) show that the predictability of a self-generated sensation does not affect sensory
attenuation. [...]
Third, there is a set of results that control theory approach cannot account for. During self-generated
movement, sensory attenuation is often noted in response to externally generated stimuli (Chapmanet al., 1987;
Milne et al., 1988; Rushton et al., 1981; Voss et al., 2008). These stimuli are applied by the experimenter, so
they cannot be predicted by the forward model and therefore cannot be attenuated. (Brown et al., 2013, p.
413; citation style adapted)

According to the efference copy explanation, sensory attenuation is a consequence of the predictability of
sensory signals (i.e., the sensory effects of self-generated movements are highly predictable and therefore yield
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small prediction errors). According to the active inference explanation, sensory attenuation is a consequence of
top-down estimates of the precision of sensory signals (i.e., during action, weighted sensory prediction error
signals are small because they have very low weights). In order to decide which explanation should be preferred,
one should therefore investigate whether the degree of sensory attenuation of a sensory signal correlates
positively with the predictability of the signal or not. In the passage quoted above, Brown et al. (2013) already
cite some evidence against this correlation. Further evidence against efference copy explanations comes from
research on self-tickling.
It is well-known that most people are unable to tickle themselves. Blakemore et al. (1999) provide an
efference copy explanation of this phenomenon. Since self-generated movements are highly predictable, selfinduced touched is perceived with low intensity. This is why subjects do not have highly intense tickle sensations
when they are trying to tickle themselves. Conversely, if self-generated movements are perturbed or delayed
(due to external, unpredictable forces), the degree of ticklishness should be significantly higher. This is exactly
what Blakemore et al. (1999) found (using a robotic device to control perturbations and delays), but their
interpretation of this finding has recently been challenged.
Van Doorn et al. (2015) investigated the alternative interpretation that unpredictable perturbations to selfinduced touch only enable self-tickling when those perturbations draw subjects’ attention to the tickle sensation.
So when subjects do not attend to sensory input, they should still be unable to tickle themselves, even though
the touch is unpredictable (due to external perturbation).
At first sight, this interpretation might seem completely ad hoc. But from the point of view of PP, it makes a
lot of sense since PP supports the hypothesis that attention is identical to the process of precision optimization
(cf. Feldman and Friston, 2010). According to this view, when we attend to a stimulus, the precision estimate
associated with the representation of the stimulus is increased. Hence, decreasing peripheral precision estimates
at the onset of movement can be described as the process of attending away from sensory input. Conversely,
when subjects do attend to sensory input, this should lead to less sensory attenuation.
Van Doorn et al. (2015) used a setup that was similar to the one used in Blakemore et al. (1999), but they
made sure that subjects were not aware of perturbations to their motion trajectories. Interestingly, they did not
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find a difference in tickle-ratings in the perturbation condition, i.e., the degree of ticklishness was not judged to
be different when there were perturbations to self-generated movements (but for externally generated
movements, ratings of ticklishness were stronger, cf. Van Doorn et al., 2015, p. 150). This contrasts with the result
reported in Blakemore et al. (1999), where ratings of self-induced tickles were stronger in the presence of
perturbations.
As Van Doorn et al. (2015, p. 152) suggest, a crucial difference between the experiments may be that subjects
in the earlier study were aware of perturbations to their own movements (cf. Blakemore et al., 1999, p. 555). To
test this, Van Doorn et al. ran a second experiment in which subjects were told about perturbations and were
asked to pay attention to perturbations. As a result, there was no difference in tickle ratings between self- and
externally generated movements, irrespective of whether there were perturbations or not (cf. Van Doorn et al.,
2015, p. 151). This means that (contrary to what was found in the first experiment), tickle ratings were not
stronger for externally generated movements.
Van Doorn et al. (2015) explain this in terms of the amount of attention required to detect perturbations
(here, perturbations were more difficult to detect than in the setup used by Blakemore et al.). According to this
interpretation, perturbations in the second experiment drew attention away from the sensory input (and from
the tickle sensation). Consequently, tickle ratings were lower even in the externally generated condition. Note
that this effect poses of puzzle for efference-copy explanations: attention does not make perturbations more
predictable, so the tickle ratings should be expected to be higher in the presence of perturbations.
But why do subjects in Blakemore et al.’s study reported stronger tickle sensations when there were
perturbations in the self-generated condition? According to the active inference explanation, tickle sensations
should be higher when attention is shifted to sensory input, i.e., when the associated precision estimates are
higher. At the onset of movement, these precision estimates must be low, so it seems impossible to move and to
attend to sensory input at the same time. Van Doorn et al. suggest the following:
[T]he introduction of the robot manufacturing the perturbation should itself be modelled internally by the agent
as an independently-contributing, modulatory cause of the sensory input; since this intervening cause is external
to the agent it may alleviate the need for sensory attenuation of internal signals. (Van Doorn et al., 2015, p. 152)
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As I interpret this suggestion, the idea is that internally modelling the robotic device increases the estimated
precision associated with sensorimotor estimates. Hence, these estimates can prevail even if (some) attention is
shifted to sensory signals (which means that there is less attenuation of the corresponding prediction error).
Although this explanation may require further validation, it is a good example of the fruitfulness of active
inference, and of predictive processing in general. By contrast, it is doubtful if efference copy explanations can
be adapted to the findings presented above.
In sum, these considerations justify the claim that active inference models provide the best explanation of
the empirical results considered above. Due to the fact that active inference is part of a rich framework, which
also incorporates attention, it yields more specific (and less ad hoc) explanations than accounts based on forward
models and efference copies. Furthermore, active inference coheres well with prominent ideomotor theories of
action, and provides answers to questions left open by such theories. Consequently, there are good reasons to
believe that action is enabled by systematically beneficial misrepresentations (SBMs).

7

Replies to objections

Objection 1: Are PSPEs really design features or just acceptable design flaws?
Conceding that peripheral sensory precision estimates (PSPEs) are beneficial (because they enable action), one
could suspect that they would be even more beneficial or useful if they were more accurate (thanks to an
anonymous referee for suggesting this objection). This would mean that PSPEs at the onset of self-generated
movement are not design features, but only acceptable design flaws (or byproducts).
Recall from section 2 that a misrepresentation is an acceptable design flaw when it is (slightly) inaccurate,
without significantly impairing the function for which it is used. The functionality of a watch that loses a second
a day is not significantly impaired (because we do not usually need more precise specifications). Furthermore,
correcting the misrepresentation (making it more accurate) would not be disadvantageous (if we disregard
possible costs that might go along with making the representation more accurate). It may be tiresome to manually
synchronize my slightly imprecise watch with the time indicated by an atomic clock, but if my watch just
happened to be more precise, its functionality would not be impaired (on the contrary, it would rather be
increased).
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Contrast this with possible examples of design features. If having positive illusions about your children turns
you into a better parent, then believing that your children have more positive attributes than the average child
may be beneficial. What turns this into a design feature is that you become a better parent regardless of whether
your children actually have the attributes you think they have. Crucially, correcting overly positive misbeliefs
about one’s children would diminish this effect. The point about design-feature misrepresentations is that making
them more accurate would impair the beneficial function they have (and not just due to metabolic or other costs
that might go along with that).
What about peripheral sensory precision estimates (PSPEs) at the onset of movement? Would they become
less useful if they were more accurate? Note that making them more accurate would mean that there would be
no (or much less) top-down modulation of PSPEs. All other things being equal, this would result in impairments
of movement initiation. If no top-down modulation at all took place, subjects would be virtually unable to
generate movements. The reason for this is that sensory prediction errors (signaling that the body is not moving)
would not be attenuated and would therefore lead to a correction of somatosensory predictions (which, prior to
movement onset, must represent that the body is moving). So making PSPEs more accurate would impair their
function.
This can, in principle, be compensated for by increasing the precision estimates associated with sensorimotor
representations. However, as discussed in section 6, this will lead to more severe misrepresentations (delusions),
in order to explain away the prediction error: for instance, if internal forces are generated that would normally
move my arm and if sensory prediction errors signal that the arm is not moving, this can only be explained by
assuming there is an external, counteracting force (see Brown et al., 2013, p. 423). Making PSPEs more accurate
would thus either impair their function (i.e., action would be impossible), or it would lead to more severe
misrepresentations (delusions). This shows that PSPEs at movement onset are not just acceptable design flaws
(of by-products), but design features.
Objection 2: Isn’t the modulation of PSPEs just an attentional process, according to PP?
Recall that PP suggests we can identify attention with the optimization of precision estimates. So when a precision
estimate is increased or decreased, this means the subject is attending to or away from something. Prior to
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movement onset, decreasing PSPEs just means that subjects shift their attention away from sensory input. In
fact, if attention is the process of optimizing precision estimates, then PSPEs must be optimal in some sense, so
why should they be called misrepresentational (thanks to Andy Clark for suggesting this objection)?
There are at least two ways in which this objection can be interpreted. On the one hand, it can be read as
another way of describing the sense in which PSPEs are design features: they are the result of an optimization
process, and still they are inaccurate. They are optimal because they enable action (and avoid more severe
misrepresentations), and they are misrepresentational because they do not reflect the actual precision of
sensory signals.
On the other hand, the objection could be interpreted as claiming that the primary function of modulating
precision estimates is to allocate attention. When a precision estimate is increased, its main function is not to
indicate that the noise level (or uncertainty) associated with some signal is decreasing, but to draw attention to
a certain stimulus or region. Attention, however, is not something which could be described as a
misrepresentation. Hence, PSPEs should not be described as misrepresentations.
This version of the objection conflates the process of attention with representations (precision estimates)
that are postulated as part of the computational mechanisms underpinning attention. Attention itself is not a
representation, but computational models of what happens when attention is allocated posit representations.
Furthermore, modulating precision estimates does not serve the function of allocating attention; it is identical to
the process of allocating attention, under the computational descriptions provided by PP. But these descriptions
involve representations (precision estimates), and some of them misrepresent systematically. 7

8

Conclusion

I have argued that low-level sensory precision estimates, as posited by active inference (in predictive processing),
are systematically misrepresentational. In spite of this, they are beneficial for the agent, because they enable
action. This means they are not just tolerable by-products or acceptable design flaws, but design features (in the
sense of McKay and Dennett, 2009). Furthermore, I have argued that there are good reasons to believe that
active inference provides an accurate account of how action is enabled. First of all, it is compatible with
prominent ideomotor theories of action representation. Secondly, it extends those theories by specifying the
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computational mechanisms that enable (or inhibit) action. Thirdly, it can explain empirical results related to
sensory attenuation. Fourthly, these explanations are (as I have tried to show) more convincing than competing
efference copy explanations.
This suggests not only that peripheral sensory precisions estimates are systematically misrepresentational.
Since they enable action, and since this is probably among the most important functions fulfilled by neural
structures, systematically beneficial misrepresentations may lie at the heart of our neural architecture.
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1

Positive illusions are false beliefs that depict states of affairs as overly positive (in some cases, this may

systematically promote well-being and mental health, cf. Taylor, 1989). A particular example is the optimism bias
(also called unrealistic optimism, cf. Weinstein, 1980), which refers to overly positive expectations about future
events. As such, an optimism bias need not be beneficial for the agent, but at least a moderate optimism bias
seems to be (cf. Sharot, 2011, p. R944).
2

The earliest pre-cursor of ideomotor theories seems to be the view put forward in Herbart (1825, pp. 464 f.).

3

Technically, both active inference and predictive processing are corollaries of Karl Friston’s free-energy principle

(cf. Friston, 2010). The free-energy principle provides a general formulation of self-organization where, in the
context of the brain, prediction errors can be regarded as a proxy for free energy.
4

Perceptual and active inference are sometimes described as distinct, but complementary processes. However,

“active inference” is also used as a generic term for the computational processes underpinning both action and
perception (cf. Friston et al., 2012b, p. 539). This is the primary sense in which the term is used in this paper.
5

Note here a distinction between ascending and descending prediction errors. The ascending prediction errors

from the spinal cord are those that revise estimates in the central nervous system, while descending prediction
errors are sent to the periphery to activate classical motor reflexes. Attenuation of ascending prediction errors
enables movement, while attenuation of both ascending and descending prediction errors is necessary to
prohibit echopraxia, mimicry, or mirror movements during action observation. Thanks to an anonymous referee
for pointing this out.
6

From the point of view of Karl Friston’s free-energy principle, the relevance of attenuating sensory precision is

even more obvious. Active inference is here regarded as a means to minimize free energy by changing sensory
samples. Under quite general assumptions, minimizing free energy is entailed by minimizing prediction error. So
the reduction of prediction errors in active inference necessarily depends upon resampling the world and, by
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implication, the attenuation of sensory precision. This means, in the long-term, the misrepresentation
(attenuation) of sensory precision reduces prediction errors and is quintessentially beneficial for any sentient
agent, because it enables active inference and thereby enables the agent to stay within viable regions of its state
space. This is the premise of the free-energy principle, in which prediction errors can be regarded as free energy
– and both are proxies for negative (Bayesian) model evidence. I am grateful to an anonymous referee for
emphasizing this point.
7

As an anonymous reviewer remarked, if one identifies attention with predictions of precisions (not with the

process of optimizing these predictions), and if the precision predicted does not correspond to the actual signalto-noise ratio of sensory inputs (as in sensory attenuation or spatial attention) then, by definition, attention can
be called a beneficial misrepresentation.
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